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BANACH BUNDLES AND A THEOREM OF J. M. G. FELL

ANTHONY KAREL SEDA

Abstract. We apply a theorem of J. M. G Fell to construct the regular representa-

tion of a topological groupoid.

1. Introduction. In attempting to place Fell's work on induced representations of

locally compact groups [2], [3] in a more categorical framework, one is led naturally

to consider actions of topological groupoids on Banach bundles. Some preliminary

results in this programme have been announced in [8] and full details will appear

elsewhere. However, a natural question which arises here is that of the existence of

a representation analogous to the regular representation of a locally compact

group. The purpose of this note is to construct such a representation. Moreover,

our methods provide what appears to be the correct model of the Lp Banach spaces

in the category of Banach bundles, but this point of view will be justified elsewhere.

2. Notation and the construction.

2.1. The notation and terminology is that of [7], and throughout G will denote a

locally compact Hausdorff topological groupoid over X. We let {m, p, px) denote a

fixed Haar measure on G. As usual St(x) denotes the set ir~x(x) and Ct(x) its dual,

i.e. the set 7r'"'(x) for each x G X. Each px is a Baire measure defined on the

(locally compact Hausdorff) space Ct(x) which on occasions will be thought of as a

Baire measure on G with support contained in Ct(x). It will ease notation

sometimes to denote JctM dpx simply by / dpx, using the suffix x on px to identify

the domain of integration. Finally, for any locally compact space Y we denote by

L(Y) the space of continuous complex valued functions on Y having compact

support.

It will be necessary to make a standing hypothesis concerning {ju^} as follows.

(I) {px} is continuous in the sense that the function / fdpx mapping X into C is

continuous for each / G L(G), where C denotes the set of complex numbers. In

other words, the function x\-+ px is continuous when the cone M+(G) of all

positive measures on G is endowed with the vague topology of Bourbaki.

As shown by J. Westman, see [5], it follows from (I) that it' is an open mapping.

Notice that (I) is satisfied in the case that G = X X F, where F is a topological

group acting on the right of X. And also in the case that the restriction of it to St(x)

is an open map of St(x) into X for each x G X, see [6].

2.2. The construction. For each x G X let Hx be the Hilbert space {/: Ct(x) —» C;

/ |/|2 dpx < oo} equipped with the usual inner product (f,g}x = / fg dpx and
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associated norm, || ||x. Let H = U xex Hx and let p: H-±X be the projection

defined by p~x(x) = Hx. Given <p G L(G) there is an induced cross sectional

function cp: X —> H defined by <p(x) = <i>|ctw. Then c>(x) G L(Ct(x)) and tp, = t>2 if,

and only if, <p, = d>2. Let T = {cp; </> G L(G)). Clearly, T is a complex vector space.

2.3. Theorem. (1) ||^(x)||x is a continuous function on X for each <p G T.

(2) For each x G X, the set {<Hx); <p G T) is dense in Hx.

(3)p: H —» X is a Hilbert bundle as defined in [2] and each $ G T is a section, i.e.

is continuous.

Proof. (1) ||<Hx)||x ■* / M2 dpx and so the conclusion follows from the hypothe-

sis (I).

(2) Let C be a compact Gs in Ct(x). Then C is a compact set in G but not

necessarily a Gs. By the results of [1] there is a compact Gs D in G with C C D and

px(C) = px(D). Hence there is a monotone decreasing sequence of functions

<p„ G L(G) such that <i>„—»Xz> pointwise, where Xd denotes the characteristic

function of D. Hence <bn —» Xc px-^hnost everywhere and it follows from the

Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that <p„(x) converges in || ||x to Xc- This

is enough, for the result now follows by well-known facts concerning the approxi-

mation of Lp functions by continuous ones with compact support.

(3) This follows from (1), (2) and Fell's theorem [2, Proposition 1.6].

Henceforth, H will be endowed with the topology of [2, Proposition 1.6]. Let || ||

be the function on H induced by the family {||||x;xGAr}of norms. The previous

theorem shows that || || is continuous.

2.4. Remark. Precisely the same result holds true with Hx replaced by

L'XCt(x), px), 1 < p < oo, and so H so constructed provides a natural model of

the classical Banach spaces Lp in the category of Banach bundles.

We continue the construction by defining an action of G on H, in other words a

map (•): G xx H -» H subject to the usual axioms, see [6], where GxxH

denotes the fibred product {(a, h) G G X H; ir(a) = p(h)}. Given a G G suppose

a G G(x,y) (i.e. ir(a) = x, Tr'(a) = v) and let/ G Hx. Define (•) by

(a-f)(ß)=A«->ß)
for all ß G Ct( v). Then a •/: Ct( y) -* C. It is immediate that a-fis Baire measur-

able and by the invariance property of {px), see [7], we have ||a-/||2 =

/ \f(a~xß)\2 dpy(ß) = / |/(y)|2 dpx(y) = \\f\\2. Consequently, a-f e Hy. Let <pa: Hx

—» H be the map defined by </>„(/) = a •/. One sees easily that <ba is linear,

invertible and inner product preserving for each a G G. Moreover, we have

<j>ßa = <bß<j>a whenever ßa is defined in G and that <pa is the identity operator

whenever a is an identity in G. Thus ( • ) will be a unitary representation, called the

regular representation determined by {m, p, px}, as soon as we have shown that (•) is

continuous.

2.5. Remark. Unlike the group case, the effect on the regular representation of

changing the Haar measure is complicated and will not be discussed here. This is

due to the much more complicated structure of the invariant measures px in the

case of a groupoid. Indeed, without the separability conditions imposed in [7] the
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problem of classifying all Haar measures on G seems intractible. In practice,

however, one often has a natural choice of { px) which may be used in constructing

H. This is the case, for example, when G = X X F, where F is a topological group

acting on X. A Haar measure can be constructed in this case, see [7, p. 35], in

which px is (essentially) a copy of a fixed right Haar measure v on F for each

x G X. If one changes v to v' and c is the positive scalar such that v — cv', then

T: H -» H' defined fibrewise by T(f) = Vcf is a unitary equivalence of represen-

tations as defined in [8].

3. Continuity of the regular representation. Recall first that if p: H —* X is any

Banach bundle over a locally compact space X and s is any element of H, then

there is a section a of p passing through s, that is, a(p(s)) = s. A proof of this

remarkable result, due to Douady and dal Soglio-Hérault can be found in the

appendix of [3]. It has the consequence, see [4], that if s0 G H and a is a fixed

section passing through s0, then neighbourhoods of the type U(a\ v, e) = {s G

H;p(s) G V, \\s — o(p(s))\\ < e}, where e > 0 and V is a neighbourhood of p(s¿),

form a neighbourhood base at s0. Such a neighbourhood U(a\ v, e) might reasona-

bly be called a tube over V of radius e and centre a.

We have the following elementary result.

3.1. Proposition. Let p: H —» X be a Banach bundle over X and suppose T is a

vector space of sections with the property that {y(x); y G Y) is dense in Hxfor each x

in X. Given any neighbourhood Uofs G H, there is a section y G r, a neighbourhood V

ofp(s) and a positive number e such that s G U(y\ v, e) C U.

The next result is a useful generalisation of the well-known fact that strong

continuity of a unitary representation A, of a group G, is equivalent to joint

continuity of the function Ag(x) mapping G X H into H. For instance, checking

continuity when forming-say-tensor products or direct sums of representations is

made comparatively easy.

3.2. Theorem. Suppose G acts on a Banach bundle p: H —*X and each <f>a is a

linear isometry, where </>„ is defined by <pa(f) = a-f. Suppose also that there is a

vector space T of sections such that

(1) (y(x); y G T) is dense in Hxfor each x G X,

(2) for each y G T the function G -* H defined by a\-^> a- y(w(a)) is continuous.

Then the action (■): G Xx H —» H is continuous.

Proof. Let a0 G G(x0, y0), f0 G Hx and s0= a0 • /0. Starting with an arbitrary

neighbourhood U of s0 in H we can apply Proposition 3.1 and so it suffices to

suppose that a section o ET passes through j0 and to consider a neighbourhood

U = U(a\ v, e) of Sq. Using the fact [5, Proposition 2.4] that it and it' are open

mappings find a neighbourhood O of a0 in G such that tt'(O) Q V and let

A = ir(O), then A is a neighbourhood of x0. Using (1) let y G T be such that

ll/o — y(x0)\\ < e/6 and let W = ^(yl^, e/3), then If is a neighbourhood of/0 in

H.
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By (2) the function ||ot - y(tr(a)) — o(tr'(a))\\ is continuous in a and at a0 the

value ||«0- y(x0) - o(y0)\\ = \\a0- y(x0) - a0-/0|| = ^(xq) -/0|| < e/6 since <f>„o

is an isometry. Hence, there is a neighbourhood of a0 in G which can be taken to

be O, by shrinking O if necessary, such that \\a • y(ir(a)) — tr(7r'(a))|| < 2e/3 for

all a G O.

Now suppose a G 0,f G W and a- fis defined. Since <p0 is isometric we have

||« ■/ - oV(«))|| < ||« •/ - « • y(Tt(a))\\ + ||« • yOK«)) - oV(«))ll

= 11/ - y(p(f))\\ + II« • tM«)) - °(t'(«))II
< e/3 + 2e/3 = e.

Hence, « • / G £/ and it follows that ( • ) is continuous.

Returning to the regular representation of G, we prove

3.3. Theorem. The regular representation of G is continuous.

Proof. By Theorems 2.3 and 3.2 it suffices to show that for any <p G L(G) the

function 4>: G —* H is continuous, where <b(a) = a • ^(ir(a)).

Let a0 G G(x0, y0) and let s0 = a0 • <j>(x0). Applying Proposition 3.1 again it

suffices to suppose that a section a = 9 passes through Sq, where 6 G L(G), and to

consider a basic neighbourhood U = U(a\ v, e) of s0. Now

||0(«) - a(vr'(«))||2 = f M«"'/?) - 0(ß)\2 dp^Uß)-
JG

Fix a compact neighbourhood O' of Oq in G and let ^1 and B denote the supports

of <i> and 9 respectively. Since G is Hausdorff the set % of pairs of composable

elements of G is closed in G X G and so (O' X A) n & is compact in ®. Whence

the set D which is the union of B and the image of (O' X A) n'S) under the

composition function is compact in G. Moreover, it is easy to see that the integrand

above vanishes outside D whenever a G O'.

Let C be a compact neighbourhood of D and, using Urysohn's lemma, let/be a

continuous function with value 1 on D and which vanishes outside C. By hypothe-

sis (I) there is a positive number M such that

ffdpx<M

for all x G A'.

Finally, l«^«-1^) — 9(ß)\2 is continuous in a and ß and vanishes identically

when a = Oq. So by compactness of D there is a neighbourhood O <Z O' of a0 and

a neighbourhood W = tt'-x(it'(0)) n C of D n Ct^o) such that |<K«_1/3) - 0(ß)\2

< e2/2M whenever a G O, ß G W and «"'/? is defined, see [9, Theorem 1]. Hence,

if « G O

||<K«) - o(TT'(a))\\2 = f |<p(«-70 - Ö(/3)|2c//v(a)(/3)
JD

<jMÍcfd^<jMM<£2-

So <t>(a) G ¿7 and therefore 3> is continuous as required.
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